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Heat output:   1,0-4,0kW 

Air throughput:  185 kg/h 

Tank:   2.5 litre  

Fuel:   Diesel  

Fuel consumption:  0,13-0,51 l/h

Electrical power:  7-40 W  

Voltage:   12/220V  

Weight:   18.5 kg  

Height:   455 mm  

Length:   365 mm

Width:   225 mm  

Part number:
        

Heat source: 

  720645
   

Eberspacher
Airtronic D4

     

Espar Ltd
Breakwater Road
Plymouth
Devon
PL9 7HJ

                                                                         01752 491900     www.espar.co.uk

       Heatcase from Espar is a standalone diesel
       fired portable heat source which utilises
       the technologically advanced Eberspacher
       Airtronic D4 heater. When fully charged
       and full of fuel, Heatcase can give up to 5
       hours of hot air heating almost anywhere.

       Convenient for providing heat in remote
       off-grid locations, Heatcase can be a
       lifesaver when used to provide personal
       warmth where there is a danger of
       hypothermia, such as at the scene of 
       road traffic accidents, during extreme
       outdoor events and as an aid to
       paramedics, fire & rescue, mountain
       rescue, lifeboats, coast guard and disaster
       relief organisations.
       
       Heatcase has many applications including providing 
       heat for workers who operate in outdoor locations for 
       industries such as telecommunications, offshore oil, 
       and forestry. It can also be found providing temporary 
       heating for tents, boatyards, building sites and even               Specifications. 
       for leisure pursuits like fishing and bird watching. 
       
       To use Heatcase remotely, it must first be connected
       to a 240 volt AC power supply to charge up the
       onboard power pack. If fully discharged, the power
       pack may take 4-5 hours to fully charge. The fuel tank
       should be filled with diesel, after which the Heatcase
       is ready for use. Placed outside, upright and on stable
       ground, the exhaust guard is lifted and the exhaust 
       rotated though 90 degrees. Heatcase may now be 
       switched on by rotating the control switch in a fully 
       clockwise direction. After a short time, the unit will
       provide 4kW of warm air heating which can be ducted   
       to the area where the heat is needed. It is important to
       operate the Heatcase where the exhaust can vent to
       atmosphere unhindered, the exhaust can be extended
       using an Espar exhaust extension to help achieve this. 
       
       Should Heatcase's internal power pack become low, or
       fully discharged, it is possible to operate the heater by
       connecting it to a 12 volt battery with the external power
       loom and crocodile clips supplied with the unit.

 

       


